We develop an analog of Jones' planar calculus for I I 1 -factor bimodules with arbitrary left and right von Neumann dimension. We generalize to bimodules Burns' results on rotations and extremality for infinite index subfactors. These results are obtained without Jones' basic construction and the resulting Jones projections.
Introduction
Jones initiated the modern theory of subfactors in [Jon83] . Given a finite index I I 1 -subfactor A 0 ⊆ A 1 , he used the basic construction to obtain the Jones tower (A n ) n≥0 , obtained iteratively by adding the Jones projections (e n ) n≥1 which satisfy the Temperley-Lieb relations. Jones used this structure to show the index lies in the range 4 cos 2 (π/n) n ≥ 3 ∪ [4, ∞), and he found an example for each value. 
Burns found an elegant formula for the rotation on
where {β} is a Pimsner-Popa basis for A 1 over A 0 , L β is the left creation operator, and R * β is the right annihilation operator (see Definition 2.4). This approach was generalized in [JP11] to define a canonical planar * -algebra associated to a strongly Markov inclusion of finite von Neumann algebras. Burns adapted his formula to infinite index, and he showed existence of the rotation on the central L 2 -vectors is equivalent to approximate extremality of the subfactor.
In infinite index, A 0 ∩ A n and A 0 ∩ L 2 (A n ) do not coincide. One naturally asks:
Question 1.1. What is a suitable standard invariant for infinite index subfactors?
A definitive answer to Question 1.1 is not yet known. On one hand, we have the two towers of centralizer algebras (A i ∩ A j ) i=0,1; j≥0 in which we can multiply (the shift isomorphisms A i ∩ A j ∼ = A i+2 ∩ A j+2 still hold by [EN96] ). On the other hand, we have the central L 2 -vectors on which we have Burns' rotation (in the approximately extremal case) and graded multiplication in the sense of [GJS10] (tensoring of central vectors). However, the operator valued weights which replace the conditional expectations do not preserve these spaces and may not be well-defined. All this structure is necessary for a good planar calculus. We ask:
Question 1.2. What is the strongest planar calculus we can define for infinite index subfactors?
In this paper, we propose an answer to Question 1.2 using both centralizer algebras and central L 2 -vectors. We do so in more generality, starting with a bimodule A H A over a I I 1 -factor A (one recovers the subfactor case when A = A 0 and H = L 2 (A 1 )). First, we set H n = n A H , Q n = A ∩ (A op ) ∩ B(H n ) (the centralizer algebras), and
